
GIRLPOWER!
Featuring the L.A. Party Dolls

The L.A. Party Dolls, Michelle, Rosanne & Laura bring the great songs, dancing 
and pop culture of the 60s Girl-Group and Motown era to life in “GIRLPOWER!” 
a fresh new multi-media musical show. The Dolls invite the audience to be a part 
of their high school reunion with their crowd-pleasing audience participation as 
they take the crowd on a “Retro-Blastastic” romp through a special time in pop 
culture when hair and fashion really made a statement and music and film icons 
became legends.

Formed in Los Angeles, The L. A. Party Dolls, featuring Michelle, Rosanne & Laura 
have delighted and engaged audiences all over the U.S., from corporate events to 
world-renowned casinos. The accomplished group was featured on “Grease is the 
Word,” (Rhino Records) with Lesley Gore & Lou Christy, has performed the U.S. 
National Anthem for the Los Angeles Lakers, and shared the stage with Frankie 
Avalon, The Crystals, Tommy Roe, Gary U.S. Bonds, Lou Christy, Freddy “Boom 
Boom” Cannon, The Diamonds, and Del Vikings, among others.

Individual Biographies

Michelle Giacopuzzi – Hailing from Southern California, Michelle’s love of 
music and harmonies started when she heard her older sisters singing harmonies 
and joined in. Along with a lifelong music career and being a successful voice-over 
artist, Michelle loves architecture and history and takes advantage of touring by 
taking in new sights and enjoys meeting people wherever we go. We love Michelle’s 
“can-do” spirit plus she can pack a car full of gear like nobody’s business!

Rosanne Limeres – Rosie is our feisty red-headed New Jersey girl, whose 
impressive performing credits include a sold-out one-woman musical show in Los 
Angeles and acting in numerous roles on national television and Rosie is an in-
demand singer who has performed worldwide and has recording session credits on 
many, many recording projects (Don’t make us drop names…). Rosanne enjoys a 
nice cup of bold-yet-smooth coffee that helps her get all of her music projects done 
with time left over to watch a classic retro flick.

Laura Powers – You can blame it all on Laura…It was her bright idea to form 
the L.A. Party Dolls many moons ago in Los Angeles and she’s still having a blast 
wearing the black beehive and squeezing into her sequin dresses all these years 
later. Lured to Nashville with the promise of songwriting and thanks to Southwest 
Airlines, she manages to write and record her songs when she isn’t touring with 
the Dolls. Laura loves to travel--especially when it’s performing with the Dolls.



*Subject to Change*
This artist is presented in association with Live On Stage.

To comment on this performance please e-mail concertfeedback@liveonstage.biz

 

 

 

Featuring  
The Los Angeles Party Dolls 

 
 “Meet the L.A. Party Dolls & Joey”   
-Dancin’ in the Streets/Nowhere to Run   
 
“Old Flames” 
-He’s A Rebel   
 
-Da-Doo-Ron-Ron   
 
“It’s Judy/ Teenage Tragedy” 
-It’s My Party  
 
“Meet Aunt Wanda” 
-Maybe 
 
“GIRLPOWER!” 
-Handjive  
 
-Lollipop 
 
TV Theme Songs 
 
“Love Advice”  
-In His Kiss 
 
“Finding the Perfect Man” 
-Johnny Angel 
 
-Sweet Nothings 
 
-Stupid Cupid 
 
(Intermission, if requested) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“A New Day, a New Michelle” 
-These Boots Are Made for Walkin’ 
 
-Where the Boys Are  
 
-My Boyfriend’s Back 
 
“Looking for Some Help with the Low Notes” 
-Under the Boardwalk 
 
-Heatwave/And Then He Kissed Me 
 
“Making Amends with the Past”  
-To Sir With Love 
 
-Too Many Fish 
 
-Son of a Preacher   
 
“Overcoming Obstacles” 
Supremes 
-Keep me Hangin On   
-Back in my Arms again 
-Stop in the Name of Love 
 
-Respect…“Everybody Dance Now!” 
 
(Note: The order & content of the show is subject to change)	
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